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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
Agenda:
• Introduction
• Process Management
• Steps to determine Time Data
• Case studies
• MOS as work measurement system
• Q&A
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
• Initial situation: relevance of the service sector in RSA
9%
26%

65%

Primary sector
Secondary sector

Tertiary sector
(Source: DTI, 2010)

• most important economic sector with annual growth of about
4%: 65% of the GDP, 63% of employment, 74% of capital
formation
• main source of economic growth: necessity of increase in
productivity even in service sector to maintain the
competitive situation and also service delivery
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
Introduction
•

Increasing economic importance of tertiary sector
(administration and services) but also rising work costs in these
sectors.

•

Demands for productivity improvement and changes in the
administration sector will be the same as the production sector
has already managed at the beginning of the 90s.

•

In administration there is significant potential to improve
efficiency and quality.
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
Mandate from DPSA
• In the case of business processes the DPSA
stipulates that indicators must be identified for
measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of
business processes
• Targets for improvements in this regard must be
set, the indicators must be measured, and plans for
improving business processes must be developed
and implemented
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
If you can‘t measure it you can‘t
manage it.“
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996)
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
“ The only man I know who behaves sensibly is my tailor:
he takes my measurements anew each time he sees me.
The rest go on with their old measurements and expect
me to fit them.”
- George Bernard Shaw
“Without a standard there is no logical basis for making
a decision or taking action.“
- Joseph M. Juran
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PRODUCTIVITY MANAGEMENT
Productivity management in the service sector:
 Transfer of industry - proven tools and methods
Office Engineering

Industrial Engineering
Production
•

Information work

Assembly &
manufacturing

•

Operations technology

•

Process technology

 Transformation of

Search for information

•

Creation of information

•

Information processing

•

Providing information

 documents, reports,
forms

materials to goods
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Return to Work Measurement –
Shigeyasu Sakamoto
•

Companies have to think about smart
working methods rather than the trendy
(sometimes impractical ways) methods

•

Secret of productivity improvement:
engineered standard time and labour
performance control system

•

IE´s must follow a balance between
maintaining a commitment to the basic
traditional tools and rolling with the
evolution

•

For real productivity improvement it is
sometimes better to return to traditional
measurements instead of modern methods
like Kaizen or Lean Management

Source:
Industrial Engineer,
member forum, Mar
2009; 41, 3; Docstoc
•
pg. 24
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no right or wrong way to
improve the productivity
But there is
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Process Management
• Process modelling is an important part of business
process management
• Documenting all the processes in your organisation
aids communication throughout the organisation
• One of the greatest challenges in the organisation is to
standardise in the way processes are documented
and to keep the documentation up-to-date and
accessible to those involved
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Process Modelling
• The activity of modelling a business process usually predicates a
need to change processes or identify issues to be corrected
• Process modelling has always been a key aspect of business
process reengineering, and continuous improvement approaches
seen in Six Sigma, Kaizen, LEAN, etc.
• This transformation may or may not require IT involvement, although
that is a common driver for the need to model a business process
• Change management programmes are desired to put the processes
into practice
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What is Process Mapping?
• Process mapping is a technique of
diagrammatical modelling
• The diagram represents a series of activities and
how they are related
• Process mapping provides a representation of
who does what and in what order
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Process Modelling
• A business process can be decomposed into several subprocesses, which have their own attributes, but also contribute to
achieving the goal of the parent-process
• The analysis of business processes typically includes the mapping
of processes and sub-processes down to activity level
• A business process model is a model of one or more business
processes, and defines the ways in which operations are carried
out to accomplish the intended objectives of an organisation

• Such a model remains an abstraction and depends on the intended
use of the model. It can describe the workflow or the integration
between business processes. It can be constructed in multiple
levels
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Process Modelling
• The emphasis is on understanding the process
– not modelling everything in sight
• Use complimentary “modelling techniques” that
highlight different perspectives, allowing people
to see things differently – help the stakeholders
step outside the box
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Why Process Modelling?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduces rigour & method to recording & analysis
Amplifies the analyst’s understanding of the system/ procedure
in review
Integrates systems, organisation, data, people’s activity
Highlights key issues, concepts and problems
Creates a single, consistent record with multiple viewpoints
Facilitates effective analysis of the business systems, processes,
roles and relationships
Acts a mechanism of re-modelling and development of new
systems and procedures
Used selectively as medium of communication with management
and staff
Held on common database with controlled access through
intranet/www
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The Process of Process Modelling

As Is
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To Be
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Process Modelling

Get the big picture

Drill down

Go back to the big picture
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Modelling Standards
BPEL

Business Process Execution Language

BPMN
EPC
UML
WSDL
XPDL
XSD
IDEF

Business Process Modelling & Notation
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Event-driven Process Chains
Unified Modelling Language
Web Services Description Language
XML Process Definition Language (XPDL
XML Schema Definition (XSD)
Integrated Definition Language
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BPMN
• Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) is a graphical representation for
specifying business processes in a business
process model
• It was previously known as Business Process
Modelling Notation
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BPMN Elements
• BPMN models consist of simple diagrams
constructed from a limited set of graphical
elements. For both business users and
developers, they simplify understanding business
activities' flow and process
• BPMN's four basic element categories are:
–
–
–
–

Events,
Activities
Gateways
Connecting objects

• These four categories enable creation of simple
business process diagrams
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Diagram Elements

Events

Activities

Gateways

Connectors
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BPMN Event Types

• An Event is something that “happens” during the
course of a business process. These Events affect
the flow of the Process and usually have a trigger or a
result. They can start, interrupt, or end the flow
• Events are circles
• The type of boundary determines the type of Event
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BPMN Activity Types

• An activity is work that is performed within a business
process. The types of activities that are a part of a Process
Model are Sub-Process and Task
• Activities are rounded rectangles
• They can be performed once or can have internally defined
loops
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BPMN Gateway Types
Gateways are modelling elements
that are used to control how Sequence
Flows interact as they converge and
diverge within a Process
• All types of Gateways are diamonds
• Different internal markers indicate
different types of behaviour
• All Gateways both split and merge
the flow
• Probabilities can be determined for
splits
• If the flow does not need to be
controlled, then a Gateway is not
needed
• Thus, a diamond represents a place
where control is needed
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Different Types of BPMN
Connections

• A Sequence Flow is used to
show the order that activities will
be performed in a Process
• A Message Flow is used to show
the flow of messages between
two entities that are prepared to
send and receive them
• An Association is used to
associate data, information and
artefacts with flow objects
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BPMN Swimlanes
Swimlanes:
•
•

BPMN uses the concept known as
“swimlanes” to help partition
and/organise activities
There are two main types of
swimlanes: Pool and Lane



Pools represent Participants
in an interactive (B2B)
Business Process Diagram
Lanes represent subpartitions for the objects
within a Pool
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BPMN Process Model
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BPMN Solution

DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
The organisation needs to be critically assessed before any
process related decision is taken, e.g.
• Which activities should be accomplished by whom in
which way?
• Which objectives should be achieved?
• What type of work equipment is used?
• How much time is required to execute the activity?
• Where can processes be simplified, automated, or
eliminated?
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Productivity management in the
service sector:
1. Work planning
•
•
•
•

Ergonomics (office equipment & technologies office layout)
Outsourcing decisions
Rationalisation potential with ICT
Office workflow organization (chronological & spatial)

2. Cost planning

• Internal transfer prices & external charges
• Calculation of processing and lead time

3. Staff planning

• Capacity utilisation of the personnel
• Quantity of work
• Manpower recruitment calculations
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Key Questions When Analytically Assessing
Staffing Requirements
• What? What tasks must be executed?
• How? What methods, tools will be used and under what
conditions will the tasks be executed?
• How often? What are the resulting workloads based on
the defined task and what trends do they follow over the
planning period?
• How long? What time is required (processing time and
throughput time) for the execution of a task?

“How long does it take to complete a task?"
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Categorisation of Human Related Process
Steps
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Process Types 1/2

Process
types

Definitions

Interpretation

Main Activity
MH

Task which can be planned
and directly serves to
complete the job

Activity resulting directly in
completion of a specific
task

Secondary
Activity
MN

Task which can be planned Activities used in
and only indirectly serves to preparation or follow up to
complete the job
indirectly assist in
completing the task
Task, where the occurrence Dealing with interruptions,
happens in an unplanned
voluntary or assigned
manner and consequently
assistance to colleagues or
cannot be predicted
other people, obtaining
missing information for
task, activities not
specifically assigned

Additional
Activity
MZ
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Example

Typing a text on the
keyboard

Open paper tray, place
paper on printer tray, turn
on computer, change
printer cartridge
Correcting typing errors,
query input information
which is not readable,
using the dictionary,
removing paper jam,
creating template

Process Types 2/2
Operationally
driven
interruption
MA
Disturbance
driven
interruption
MS

Recovery driven
interruption
ME

Scheduled waiting for a
process task to be
completed driven by the
working tool or the
processed item.
Unscheduled waiting
caused by technical,
process or
organisational problems

Scheduled or not
scheduled interruption
in order to recover from
fatigue caused directly
by this activity

Personally driven Unplanned/unscheinterruption
duled interruption of
MP
activity for personal
reasons
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Waiting time which cannot
be influenced by the
employee

Waiting for a printout,
computer output

The cause of the problem
is eliminated by another
person during the
interruption or sorts itself
out
Scheduled or unscheduled
recovery periods, normal
(unpaid) work-breaks do
not fall into this category as
they form part of company
shutdown
Interruption is caused by
personal factors and is not
related to the activity

Waiting for new printer
cartridge, waiting for the
initiator of the letter,
because of ambiguities in
the presented dictation
Relaxing or performing
physical exercises after
completion of task
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Getting a drink, arriving at
work late, washing hands

Process Types and Time Types
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Processing Time

Processing time for the fulfilment of a work
process can be derived from the following
equation

T = tr + m * te
T = Processing time (job time)
tr = Setup time (order-related)
te = Time per unit
m = Processing volume/quantity
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Determination of Time Data in
Administration and Services Sector
Steps of Data Collection
Step 1: Task structure for scheduled tasks
Step 2: Capturing of unscheduled work processes
Step 3: Flow description of process task using process or sequence
structures
Step 4: Determination of workload figures
Step 5: Distribution of tasks
Step 6: Determination of processing time (target times)
Step 7: Calculating the process time for each task
Step 8: Determination of target times for a planning period
Step 9: Statistical determination of the planning factor
Step 10: Determination of personnel capacity required for the planning
period
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Data Collection

Step 1: Task structure for scheduled tasks
• The task structure is a practically proven method with which
complex task structures can be captured and illustrated in a rational
and well-organised way.
• It is important to recognise whether the relationship is a ‘ANDstructure’, which means that all sub tasks have to be completed in
order for the overall task to be completed, or if it is a ‘OR-structure’
which means if one sub task is completed the overall task can be
considered to be completed.
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When structuring tasks three (3) basic
principles have to be considered
The task structure is generally compiled in team
workshops with the respective specialist departments,
whereby individual tasks are either dictated or captured
through interviews.
•

Each section point needs to take all sub-task aspects into consideration and
must correspond to the overall task. Expressed in mathematical terms this
means that each section needs to equal to the overall task. If this principle
is neglected, sub tasks are either not captured or sub tasks are duplicated.

•

Each section can only cover one aspect of the section, e.g. Object oriented
‘AND-structure’. The differentiating section aspect can however change
from one section to the next section or to a section on a different level. The
transformation of a mixed ‘AND-OR structure’ into a ‘OR structure’ and an
‘AND structure’ is explained in the following figure:
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Task Structure
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When structuring tasks three (3) basic
principles have to be considered (continue)
• It is more appropriate to split the task by
differentiating rather than just listing. A better
overview is achieved by structuring in depth rather
than applying a broad structure. The
implementation of structure depth and structure
width is illustrated next:
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Structure Width and Structure Depth
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Data Collection

Step 2: Capturing of unscheduled work processes
•

•
•
•
•
•

The normal workflow is in practice often interrupted amongst others by
additional tasks or by disruptions.
Disruptions of the scheduled workflow (allowance times) have to be
recorded in terms of type, frequency and duration.
They also have to be considered in the determination of ‘target times’.
One has to distinguish between personal and technically related allowance
times.
Allowance times occur during the process and vary in terms of length and
frequency.
In order to determine meaningful averages, records of actual times
(allowance time records) need to be taken over a longer representative
observation period (at least one week).
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Calculate Allowance Times
•

The ‘multi-moment-recording-methodology’ (also referred to as activity
sampling/workload studies) has been widely used in practice.

•

Instead of applying time consuming total work time measurement activities,
the frequency of pre-defined process types is captured by randomly
conducted short term observations.

Zv = Allowance time proportion according to multi-moment recording x 100 (%)
Base time proportion according to multi-moment recording
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Data Collection

Step 3: Flow description of process task using process
or sequence structures
•
•
•
•

•

It is important to describe a logical sequence and time sequence of tasks.
Process elements can be sequentially connected with each other.
They can occur concurrently or alternatively.
Depending on the connection of the process elements they create a
different process structure.
In general seven (7) different types of process structures can be
distinguished.
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Different Types of Process Structures
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Case study – Process modelling
Work in small groups
Performance Requirement 1.
Model the AS-IS state for the process ʺAir
Passenger Dispatchʺ means of the BPMN
process modelling standard.
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Data Collection
Step 4: Determination of workload figures
• The overall workload is defined by the number of processes
activities which are processed in the work related IT system either
within observation period (e.g. Pieces per week; amount per month)
or as per a specific time snapshot (e.g. pieces as per 31st June
2015).
• The respective workload can be derived from various statistics or
other documentation such as work files or registers.
• Should this not be possible, the workload can also be derived by
means of own recording of tasks or calculated indirectly by
deduction from a proxy.
• These amounts are always retrospective.
• For planning purposes the numbers might have to be adapted
considering development trends.
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Data Collection

Step 5: Distribution of tasks
• By distributing tasks (or work assignments) it will be
determined which tasks (or subsections, subtasks) each
employee or group of employees has to complete.
• It is based on the task structure (step 1) and is not a step
that is directly connected to the data collection.
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Time Data Collection

Step 6: Determination of processing times (target times)
• The tasks outlined in the process flow charts for
scheduled tasks are being evaluated from a timing
point of view using specific data collection methods
• For the collection of processing times the following
methods can be used:
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Methods Used for the Collection of
Processing Times
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Brief Descriptions of Main Methods Used
for the Collection of Processing Times
Time studies
o The time study according to REFA is done in three (3) steps:
 Time measurement with a stopwatch
 Assessment of the performance level
 Statistical Analysis

Activity sampling/Multi snapshot method
o Counts the frequency of certain process types allowing for an
assessment of the absolute or percentage value of actual times
of a certain process type.
o It is not possible to determine the time needed to complete a
specific process step.
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A Comparison of Work Sampling
and a Traditional Time Study
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Brief Descriptions of Main Methods Used
for the Collection of Processing Times
Self-recording
o Suitable method for all complex tasks in the office sector.
o The limitations of this method can be found in: the recording of
micro process steps (additional burden besides the actual task);
missing information of output values and the subjective influence
of employees.

Comparing and estimations
o Compares the actual process for which time needs to be
determined with a process for which a process time is available.
o This is done in order to determine the approximate target times for
each of the process elements.
o If there are no empirical values available for a task then this
method cannot be recommended.
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Brief Descriptions of Main Methods Used
for the Collection of Processing Times
Predetermined Times Systems
o Methods for determining target times for activities which can be
directly influenced by a person.
o For the office sector the MTM-Office-System has been developed
and provides tested process elements for target times for manual
tasks in the office sector.
o When using the MTM methods (Methods-Time Measurement) for
determining target times, process sections are structured into
activities. The analysed activities are internationally consistently
coded and classified and can hence be reproduced at any time.
o For each activity target times are allocated which are
predetermined in their amount by using an influencing parameter
(e.g. length of data field, number of sorting criteria). The processing
times for each activity are summarised into process sections.
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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DIFFERENT WORK
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
The suitability of various work measurement techniques
available for meeting the primary needs characterized in
administrative work:
Good suitability:
Poor suitability:
Method
of
time calculation

Reproducible
methods
description

Unique
methods time
relationship

Stop Watch Time
Study
Activity Sampling
Self-recording
Compare/Estimate
Video Recording

Standard Data

PMTS (MOS)
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Advanced
planning of
methods
and time

Standards
accuracy

Calculating the process time
Step 7: Calculating the process time for each task
• The processing times per sequence determined in step 6 are
summarised considering the frequency of each task or subtask to base time for each scheduled processing step.
• By taking allowance times and where applicable recovery
times (step 2) into consideration an overall processing time
(target times) is calculated.
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Case study – Calculating the
process time for each task
Work in small groups
Performance Requirement 2.
Calculate the average processing time for
the ʺAir Passenger Dispatchʺ according
to the AS-IS process flow structure.
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Data Collection
Step 8: Determination of target times for a planning
period
• Taking the calculated processing times per task (step 7), the
calculated amount of work (step 4) and the distribution of tasks (step
5); target times for each job over a certain period (e.g. a Month) can
be determined.
• The processing times can be listed in a table format:
Task

Execution time for
each sub-task in min

Frequency; workload
per month

Rated value
(Total working time) in
min / month

1.1.1 Invoice processing
1.1.2 Payment
1.1.3 Other tasks
.....

12,00
23,50
48.00
...

40
18
10

480,00
423,00
480,00
...

Determination of target
times
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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Data Collection

Step 9: Statistical determination of the planning factor
Do an statistical analyse of available data to determine the planning
factor
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Data Collection
Step 10: Determination of personnel capacity
requirements for the planning period
•

The target times (rated value according to step 8) need to be related to
collectively agreed or company related working times. This ratio needs to
be multiplied by an ‘absence factor’ which is derived from written records.

Rated value in hours / month
Collectively agreed working time
in hours / month / person

•

x

absenteeism factor
1

The result gives the net-amount of personnel capacity requirements.
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The use of MTM for office engineering
Tasks and
activities

Staff recruitment
calculations

ABS-Analysis

Time-based
quantification

Main
activities

MOS
Process
visualisation

Secondary
activities
Additional
activities
EMMOR©SAMTMA
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optimisation
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MTM-OFFICEDATA-SYSTEM
..as a process
modelling
language

THE USE OF MTM FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
MTM-Office-System (MOS)
Hierarchic
Levels

6

Work operation

5

Operation
sequence

4

Operation
step

3

Basic
operation

2

Motion
sequence

1

Basic
motion

MTM-MEK

MTM-UAS

UASSO
UASBO

MOS

MEKSO
MEKBO

MTM-2
MTM-1

Method
Level

Process Type 1
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Process Type 2
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Process Type 3

THE USE OF MTM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
TIME DATA FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
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THE USE OF MTM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
TIME DATA FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
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THE USE OF MTM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
TIME DATA FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
The amount on an invoice, lying visibly nearby, must be checked.
For this a calculating machine is available. The 4 discrete items
are characterised each by the according amount (3 figures), price
per unit (xx.xx R) and the amount invoiced to be checked. After
that all items are added up and the sum is again compared to the
invoice.
Description

Code

TMU

FxQ

Tot
TMU

Get calculating machine into work area

HA

40

1

40

Activate calculating machine

--

Multiply 4 x 2 numbers

BB

100

4x2

800

Compare result to invoice

MD1

40

4x2

320

Sum up 4 numbers

BB

100

4

400

Compare amount

MD1

40

2

80
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES
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DETERMINATION OF TIME DATA FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES

Contact: Eddie Morrison
emmor@global.co.za
samtm@global.co.za
Cel 0828801916
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